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Abstract. We study perfectly-secure Multiparty Computation (MPC) in
the asynchronous communication setting, tolerating a generalized nonthreshold adversary, characterized by an adversary structure. Ashwin Kumar et al (ACISP2002) presented a condition which is both necessary as
well as sufficient for the existence of perfectly-secure MPC in this setting. However, we show that their protocol is flawed and present a new
protocol (with the same necessity condition). Moreover, our protocol is
conceptually simpler, and unlike their protocol, does not rely on monotone span programs (MSPs). As a sub-contribution, we also present an
asynchronous Byzantine agreement protocol (tolerating a non-threshold
adversary), which is used as a key component in our MPC protocol.
Keywords: Secure MPC, General Adversary Structures, Asynchronous
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Introduction

Secure MPC [8, 14, 25, 42, 46] is a widely studied problem in secure distributed
computing. Informally, an MPC protocol allows a set of n mutually distrusting parties to compute any agreed upon function of their inputs, while keeping
their respective inputs as private as possible. Due to its generality and powerful
abstraction, the MPC problem has been widely studied and various interesting
results have been achieved related to the theoretical possibility and practical feasibility of MPC protocols. A large bulk of MPC literature assumes a threshold
adversary, i.e., an adversary that can corrupt any t out of the n parties. In [29],
Hirt and Maurer initiated the study of MPC in the non-threshold adversarial
model under a more general constraint on the adversary’s corruption capability,
where the adversary is allowed to corrupt any set of parties from a pre-defined
collection of subsets of P called a general adversary structure (where P is the
set of all parties) and presented necessity and sufficiency conditions for the same
?
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in various settings. Although such a specification comes with the downside that
there exist adversary structures for which known MPC protocols have communication complexities polynomial in the size of the adversary structure (which
could be exponential in n) and the computation complexity of any MPC protocol
is lower bounded by the size of the adversary structure [30], the added flexibility
makes it applicable in more real-world scenarios, especially when n is not large.
The communication complexity of the MPC protocol of [29] is super-polynomial
in the size of the adversary structure. Subsequent works presented polynomial
time protocols [19,20,23,38,44] and focused on further improving the communication complexity [32,36]. These protocols can be categorized into two based on the
secret-sharing scheme [43] they deploy. The protocols presented in [19, 20, 36, 44]
deploy a secret-sharing scheme based on monotone span programs (MSPs) [33],
while those presented in [32, 38] use a simpler additive secret-sharing scheme.
The significance of both of these stems from the fact that for a given adversary
structure, one might be more efficient compared to the other (see for e.g., [36]).
Our Motivation. All the above works on general adversaries are in the synchronous model, where the delays of messages in the network are bounded by a
publicly known constant. However, real-life networks like the Internet are modelled more appropriately by the asynchronous communication model [11], where
messages can be arbitrarily delayed with only the guarantee that messages of
honest parties are delivered eventually. The asynchronous MPC (AMPC) problem has been studied, but in the threshold adversary setting [4, 7, 9, 16, 17, 21,
31, 39, 45]. These protocols are more involved and less efficient than their synchronous counterparts as in a completely asynchronous setting, from the view
point of an honest party, it is impossible to distinguish between a slow but honest
sender (whose messages are delayed arbitrarily) and a corrupt sender (who does
not send any message). Consequently, to avoid an endless wait, no party can
afford to receive messages from all its neighbours, thus ignoring communication
from potentially slow honest parties. An MPC protocol tolerating a generalized
adversary which is secure in an asynchronous network, would better model realworld scenarios due to the increased flexibility arising from relaxed assumptions
on both the adversary and the underlying network. Adapting general adversary
MPC protocols for the asynchronous setting was mentioned as an open problem in [28, 44]. We focus on the design of an AMPC protocol with the highest
level of security, namely perfect-security tolerating a computationally unbounded
malicious adversary, characterized by a general adversary structure.
Existing Results and Our Contributions. The only work in the domain of
AMPC in the non-threshold model is due to [34], which presented a necessary
and sufficient condition for perfectly-secure AMPC. They showed that for perfect security (where the security properties are achieved in an error-free fashion
even if the adversary is computationally unbounded), the set of parties P should
satisfy the Q(4) condition. That is, the union of any four subsets from the underlying adversary structure should not “cover” the entire party set P. In this
paper, our main contributions are as follows:

– The AMPC protocol of [34] is based on MSPs and utilizes the playerelimination framework, commonly deployed against a threshold adversary in
the synchronous communication setting (see for example [5, 26]). However,
we show that the player-elimination framework will not necessarily work,
which further implies that the protocol of [34] is flawed (see Section 3).
– We present a new perfectly-secure AMPC protocol with the Q(4) condition.
The protocol is conceptually simpler than the protocol of [34] and does not
deploy MSPs or utilize a player-elimination framework. The computation
and communication complexities of the protocol are polynomial in n and
the size of the underlying adversary structure. The multiplication protocols
that have been deployed in the existing non-threshold protocols in the synchronous setting for evaluating multiplication gates [32, 38], will not work
in the asynchronous communication setting. Intuitively, this is because the
security of the synchronous protocols depends upon the availability of the
messages of all honest parties, which is not guaranteed in the asynchronous
setting. Hence, we design a new sub-protocol for securely evaluating multiplication gates asynchronously (see Section 6).
– As a sub-contribution, we present an asynchronous Byzantine agreement
(ABA) protocol in the non-threshold model. The protocol is almost-surely
terminating [1, 2]. That is, if the parties keep on running the protocol, then
asymptotically, they terminate with probability 1. ABA is used as a subprotocol, both in the protocol of [34] as well as ours. However, [34] does not
provide any ABA protocol and simply states that the existing ABA protocol(s) in the threshold setting [13] can be generalized in a straightforward
fashion for the non-threshold setting. Unfortunately, it turns out that the
generalization is non-trivial and involves few subtleties. For instance, we find
that generalizing these protocols for the non-threshold setting requires a nonconstant expected number of asynchronous “rounds”, while only a constant
number of such rounds are required by existing threshold protocols [13, 15].
We follow the offline/online phase paradigm [3]. The offline phase (also called
the preprocessing phase) generates additively-shared random and private multiplication triples, independent of the function f . These triples are later used in
the online phase for securely evaluating the circuit representing f . While this
paradigm is the de facto standard for designing generic MPC protocols, the
new components are the protocols for perfectly-secure asynchronous verifiable
secret-sharing (AVSS), asynchronous perfectly-secure multiplication and ABA,
for instantiating the paradigm in the non-threshold setting. Due to space constraints, we are unable to give complete formal proofs for our protocols in this
extended abstract and we defer the formal proofs to the full version of the paper.
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Preliminaries

We assume a set of n mutually distrusting parties P = {P1 , . . . , Pn }, connected
by pair-wise private and authentic channels. The distrust in the system is modelled by a computationally-unbounded adversary Adv, specified by an adversary

structure Z ⊆ 2P , where each Z ∈ Z satisfies the condition that Z ⊂ P. The adversary structure Z is monotone in the sense that if Z ∈ Z, then any Z 0 ⊆ Z also
belongs to Z. For convenience, we assume that Z consists of maximal subsets
of parties, which can be potentially corrupted by Adv during the execution of a
protocol. Consequently, we denote the adversary structure as Z = {Z1 , . . . , Zq },
where Z1 , . . . , Zq are maximal subsets of potentially corruptible parties. For
m = 1, . . . , q, we use the notation Gm to denote the set of parties P \ Zm . The
adversary Adv can corrupt a set of parties Z ? ⊂ P during the protocol execution, where Z ? is part of some set in the adversary structure (i.e., Z ? ⊆ Z for
some Z ∈ Z). The parties not under the control of Adv are called honest. The
adversary is Byzantine (malicious) and can force the parties under its control to
deviate from the protocol instructions in any arbitrary fashion. Note that the
exact identity of Z ? won’t be known to the honest parties at the beginning of the
execution of any protocol, and need not be revealed at the end of the protocol.
We say that a set of parties S ⊆ P satisfies the Q(k) condition, if S 6⊆
Z1 ∪ . . . ∪ Zk , for every Z1 , . . . , Zk ∈ Z. Notice that if S satisfies the Q(k)
0
condition, then it also satisfies the Q(k ) condition for any 1 ≤ k 0 < k. We
assume that the set of parties P satisfies the Q(4) condition, which is necessary
for the existence of any perfectly-secure AMPC protocol tolerating Z [34].
In our protocols, all the computations are performed over some finite algebraic structure K, which could be a finite ring or a field and we assume that the
parties want to compute a function f , represented by a publicly known arithmetic circuit cir over K. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume
that each party Pi ∈ P has a single input x(i) to the function f , and there is
a single output y = f (x(1) , . . . , x(n) ), which is supposed to be learnt by all the
parties. Apart from the input and output gates, cir consists of 2-input gates of
the form g = (x, y, z), where x and y are the inputs and z is the output. The
gate g can either be an addition gate (i.e. z = x + y) or a multiplication gate
(i.e. z = x · y). The circuit cir consists of M multiplication gates.
We follow the asynchronous communication model of [7, 11], which does not
put any restriction on the message delays and the only guarantee is that the
messages of the honest parties are delivered eventually. The sequence of message
delivery is controlled by an adversarial scheduler. Due to the absence of any
globally known upper bound on the message delays, no party can wait to receive
messages from all its neighbours to avoid an endless wait (as a corrupt neighbour
may not send any message). Hence, any party has to proceed as soon as it receives
messages from a set of parties in S, where P \ S ∈ Z.
2.1

Definitions

Definition 2.1 ([·]-sharing). A value s ∈ K is said to be [·]-shared, if there
exist values s(1) , . . . , s(q) ∈ K where s = s(1) + . . . + s(q) , such that for each
m = 1, . . . , q, all (honest) parties in the group Gm hold the share s(m) . The
notation [s] denotes the vector of shares (s(1) , . . . , s(q) ).
Note that a party Pi may possess more than one share in the vector [s], depending
upon the number of groups Gm in which Pi is present, which further depends

upon the adversary structure Z. It is easy to see that [·]-sharings are linear:
given [a], [b] and public constants c1 , c2 ∈ K, the parties can locally compute
their shares corresponding to [c1 · a + c2 · b]. In general, the parties can locally
compute any publicly known linear function of [·]-shared values.
In our protocols, we come across situations where there exists a publicly
known value s ∈ K and the parties have to take some default [·]-sharing of s.
Definition 2.2 (Default [·]-sharing). Let s ∈ K be publicly known. Then the
vector (s, 0, . . . , 0 (q − 1 times)) is considered as a default [·]-sharing of s. That
is, the parties in G1 consider s as their share corresponding to G1 , while for
m = 2, . . . , q, the parties in Gm consider 0 as their share corresponding to Gm .
We next recall a data-structure from [34] used in our secret-sharing protocol.
Definition 2.3 (Z−clique [34]). Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph where
V ⊆ P. Then a subset V 0 ⊆ V is called a Z−clique in G, if the following hold:
• The set of nodes V 0 constitute a clique in G. That is, for every Pi , Pj ∈ V 0 ,
the edge (Pi , Pj ) ∈ E.
def

• The set of nodes Z 0 = V \ V 0 is a subset of some set from Z. That is,
Z 0 ⊆ Zm for some Zm ∈ Z.
To find whether there exists a Z−clique in a given graph G, one can check
whether the set of nodes in V \ Zm constitutes a clique in G for any Zm ∈ Z.
The running time of this algorithm is O(|Z| · poly(n)).
Definition 2.4 (ABA [37]). Let Π be an asynchronous protocol for the parties
in P, where each party Pi has a binary input xi and a binary output σi . Then,
Π is said to be an ABA protocol if the following hold, where the probability is
taken over the random coins and inputs of the honest parties and Adv.
• Termination: If all honest parties invoke Π, then with probability 1, all
honest parties eventually terminate1 Π.
• Agreement: σi = σj holds for every honest Pi and Pj .
• Validity: If all honest parties have the same input x ∈ {0, 1}, then σi = x
holds for every honest Pi .
For designing our ABA protocol, we use another primitive called common coin.
Definition 2.5 (Common Coin (CC) [13]). Let Π be an asynchronous protocol for the parties in P, where each party has some local random input and a
binary output. Then Π is called a p-common coin protocol, if the following holds:
• Correctness: For every value σ ∈ {0, 1}, with probability at least p, all
honest parties output σ.
• Termination: If all honest parties invoke Π, then all honest parties eventually terminate Π.
1

The classic FLP impossibility result [22] implies that any deterministic ABA protocol
will have non-terminating executions where honest parties do not terminate even if
a single party is corrupted. As a result, the best that one can hope for is that the
protocol terminates with probability 1 (i.e. almost-surely). See [11] for more details.

Formalizing the security definition of MPC is subtle, and in itself is an interesting field of research. In the synchronous setting, the standard definition is
based on the universally-composable (UC) real-world/ideal-world based simulation paradigm [12]. On a very high level, any protocol Πreal for MPC is defined
to be secure in this paradigm, if it “emulates” what is called as an ideal-world
protocol Πideal . In Πideal , all the parties give their respective inputs for the function f to be computed to a trusted third party (TTP), who locally computes the
function output and sends it back to all the parties and hence, no communication
is involved among the parties in Πideal . Protocol Πreal is said to emulate Πideal if
for any adversary attacking Πreal , there exists an adversary attacking Πideal that
induces an identical output in Πideal , where the output is the concatenation of
the outputs of the honest parties and the view of the adversary [24].
Extending the above definition to the asynchronous setting brings a lot of
additional technicalities to deal with the eventual message delivery in the system, controlled by an adversarial scheduler. In the case of the asynchronous
setting, the local output of the honest parties is only an approximation of the
pre-specified function f over a subset C of the local inputs, the rest being taken
to be 0, where P \ C ∈ Z (this is analogous to the definition of asynchronous
MPC in the threshold setting [7, 9, 11]). Protocol Πreal is said to be perfectlysecure in the asynchronous setting if the local outputs of the honest players are
correct, Πreal terminates eventually with probability 1 for all honest parties, and
the output of Πreal is identically distributed with respect to the output of Πideal
(which involves a TTP that computes an approximation of f ). We refer to [18]
for the complete formalization of the UC-security definition of MPC in the asynchronous communication setting, with eventual message delivery. As the main
focus of the paper is to present a simple asynchronous MPC protocol, to avoid
bringing in additional technicalities, we defer giving the security proofs of our
protocols as per the asynchronous UC framework to the full version of the paper.
2.2

Existing Asynchronous Primitives

Asynchronous Reliable Broadcast (Acast). The protocol allows a designated sender S ∈ P to asynchronously send some message m identically to all
the parties, even in the presence of Adv. If S is honest, then every honest party
eventually terminates with output m. If S is corrupt and some honest party terminates with output m? , then eventually every honest party terminates with
output m? . In the threshold setting, Bracha [10] presented an asynchronous reliable broadcast protocol tolerating t < n/3 corruptions. The protocol is generalized for a Q(3) adversary structure in [35]. The protocol needs a communication
of O(poly(n) · `) bits for broadcasting an `-bit message. We stress that the termination guarantees of the Acast protocol are “asynchronous” in the sense that if
some honest Pi terminates an Acast instance with some output, then the further
participation of Pi in the instance is no longer necessary to ensure the eventual
termination (and output computation) of the other honest parties.
We say “Pi broadcasts m” to mean that Pi ∈ P acts as an S and invokes an
instance of protocol Acast to broadcast m, and the parties participate in this

instance. The notation “Pj receives m? from the broadcast of Pi ” means that Pj
terminates an instance of protocol Acast invoked by Pi as S, with output m? .
Agreement on a Common Subset (ACS). In our asynchronous protocols,
we come across situations of the following kind: there exists a set of parties S ⊆ P
where S satisfies the Q(k) condition with k ≥ 2. Each party in S is supposed to
act as a dealer and verifiably-share some value(s). While the honest dealers in S
invoke the required sharing instance(s), the corrupt dealers in S may not do the
same. To avoid an endless wait, the parties should terminate immediately after
completing the sharing instances of a subset of dealers S 0 , where S \ S 0 ⊆ Z,
for some Z ∈ Z. However, the set Z might be different for different honest
parties, as the order in which the parties terminate various sharing instances may
differ, implying that the subset S 0 might be different for different honest parties.
Protocol ACS allows the honest parties to agree on a common subset S 0 satisfying
the above properties. The primitive was introduced in [7] in the threshold setting
and generalized for the non-threshold setting in [34]. The complexity of the
protocol is equivalent to that of |S| = O(n) ABA instances.
Beaver’s Circuit-Randomization. We use the Beaver’s circuit-randomization
method [3] to evaluate multiplication gates in our MPC protocol. If the underlying secret-sharing scheme is linear (which is the case for [·]-sharing), then the
method allows for evaluation of a multiplication gate with secret-shared inputs at
the expense of publicly reconstructing two secret-shared values, using an auxiliary secret-shared multiplication triple. In more detail, let g = (x, y, z) be a multiplication gate such that the parties hold [x] and [y], and the goal is to compute a
[·]-sharing of z = x · y. Moreover, let ([a], [b], [c]) be a shared multiplication triple
available with the parties, such that c = a·b. We note that z = (x−a+a)·(y−b+b)
and hence z = (x − a) · (y − b) + b · (x − a) + a · (y − b) + a · b. Based on this
idea, to compute [z], the parties first locally compute [d] = [x − a] = [x] − [a]
and [e] = [y − b] = [y] − [b], followed by publicly reconstructing d and e. The
parties then locally compute [z] = d · e + d · [b] + e · [a] + [c].
If a and b are random and private, then the view of the adversary remains independent of x and y. Namely, even after learning d and e, the privacy of the gate inputs and output is preserved. We denote this protocol as
Beaver(([x], [y]), ([a], [b], [c])), which can be executed in a completely asynchronous
setting. If the underlying public reconstruction protocol terminates for the honest parties (which will be the case for [·]-sharing), then protocol Beaver eventually
terminates for all the honest parties. The complexity of the protocol is equivalent
to that of two instances of publicly reconstructing a [·]-shared value.

3

The Flaw in the AMPC Protocol of [34]

The protocol of [34] deploys the player-elimination framework [27], commonly
deployed against threshold adversaries in the synchronous communication setting for obtaining efficient protocols (see for example [5, 26]). As part of the

framework, the AMPC protocol of [34] deploys several non-robust sub-protocols
which succeed with all the honest parties receiving the correct output if the potentially corrupt parties behave honestly. Else, all the honest parties agree upon
a subset of conflicting parties, which is either a triplet or a pair of parties, such
that it is guaranteed to consist at least one corrupt party. We stress that the
adversary has the flexibility to decide the choice of (corrupt and honest) parties
who make it to the conflicting set. The non-robust sub-protocols are executed
repeatedly until they succeed, each time with a new set of parties, which is obtained by discarding the conflicting set of parties from the previously considered
set of parties. Each time a conflicting set is obtained, the adversary structure
also gets updated for the next iteration by excluding subsets (from the adversary
structure) which have zero overlap with the conflicting set.
In [34], it is claimed that the updated party set still satisfies the Q(4) condition
with respect to the updated adversary structure after every update, which is
necessary for maintaining security in the subsequent invocations of the nonrobust sub-protocols. However, we show that this need not be the case, implying
the breach of security in the subsequent invocations. Consider the following
adversary structure Z over the set of parties P = {P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 , P7 }:
Z = {{P1 , P2 }, {P1 , P3 }, {P1 , P4 }, {P1 , P5 , P6 }, {P7 }}
Clearly, P satisfies the Q(4) condition. Let the parties agree upon the conflicting
set {P1 , P2 , P7 }. Then the updated party set will be P 0 = {P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 }, while
as per [34], the updated Z remains the same. Now, it is easy to see that P 0
does not satisfy even the Q(3) condition with respect to Z, as P 0 ⊆ {P1 , P3 } ∪
{P1 , P4 } ∪ {P1 , P5 , P6 }. Hence, the instances of Acast and ABA (which are used
with the non-robust sub-protocols) in the subsequent invocations fail, as the
existence of the Q(3) condition is necessary for the security of Acast and ABA.

4

Perfectly-Secure AVSS

We begin by presenting a protocol for the sharing phase.
4.1

Sharing Protocol

We present a protocol called Sh, which allows a designated dealer D ∈ P to
verifiably [·]-share a value s ∈ K. The protocol eventually terminates for an
honest D. The verifiability here ensures that even for a corrupt D, if some honest
party terminates, then there exists some fixed value, say s? (which could be
different from s), such that s? is eventually [·]-shared among the parties. The
protocol proceeds as follows: D first creates a q-out-of-q additive sharing of s
and generates the shares s(1) , . . . , s(q) . The share s(m) is given to all the parties
in the group Gm . This distribution of shares maintains the privacy of s for an
honest D, as there exists at least one group, say Gm , consisting only of honest
parties whose corresponding share s(m) will not be known to the adversary.

While the above distribution of information is sufficient for an honest D to
generate [s], a potentially corrupt D may distribute “inconsistent” shares to the
honest parties. So the parties publicly verify whether D has distributed a common share to all the (honest) parties in every group Gm , without revealing any
additional information about this share. For this, each Pi ∈ Gm upon receiving
(m)
a share si
from D, sends it to every party in Gm to check whether they received the same share from D as well, which should be the case for an honest
D. If Gm consists of only honest parties and if D is honest, then this exchange
of information in Gm does not reveal any information about the share s(m) . The
parties in Gm then publicly confirm the pair-wise consistency of their common
share. That is, a party Pi broadcasts an OKm (Pi , Pj ) message, if Pi receives the
(m)
value sj from Pj ∈ Gm (namely, the share which Pj received from D) and finds
(m)

that si

(m)

= sj

holds. Similarly, Pj broadcasts an OKm (Pj , Pi ) message, if Pj
(m)

receives the value si

(m)

from Pi and finds that si

(m)

= sj

holds.

The next step is to check if “sufficiently” many parties in each Gm confirm the
receipt of a common share from D, for which the broadcasted OKm (?, ?) messages
are used. To avoid an endless wait, the parties cannot afford to wait and receive
a confirmation from all the parties in Gm , as corrupt parties in Gm may not
respond. Hence, the parties wait for confirmations only from a subset of parties
Cm ⊆ Gm , such that the parties excluded from Cm (who either do not respond or
respond with negative confirmations) constitute a potential adversarial subset
from Z. Due to the asynchronous nature of communication, the parties may
get confirmations in different order and as a result, different parties may have
different versions of Cm . To ensure that all the parties agree on a common Cm set,
D is assigned the task of collecting the positive confirmations from the parties in
Gm , followed by preparing the set Cm and broadcasting it. We call the subsets Cm
as “core” sets to signify that the parties in these subsets have publicly confirmed
the receipt of a common share on the behalf of the group Gm .
To construct Cm , D prepares a “consistency graph” Gm over the set of parties in Gm based on the OKm (?, ?) messages and searches for the presence of
a Z−clique in Gm . As soon as a Z−clique in Gm is found, the set of parties
belonging to the Z−clique is assigned as Cm and broadcasted. Upon receiving
Cm from the broadcast of D, the parties check its validity. For this, every party
constructs its own local copy of the consistency graph Gm based on the various
broadcasted OKm (?, ?) messages and checks whether the parties in Cm constitute
a Z−clique in Gm . Once the parties receive a valid Cm for each Gm , they ensure
that D has distributed a common share, say s(m) , to all the (honest) parties in
Cm . However, this does not conclude the [·]-sharing of D’s secret, as in each Gm ,
the parties not included in Cm (i.e., parties in Gm \ Cm ) may not possess s(m) .
Hence, the final step is to ensure that even the excluded parties possess s(m) .
To get the correct s(m) , the parties excluded from Cm (i.e., parties in Gm \Cm )
take the “help” of the parties in Cm . More specifically, as part of the pair-wise
(m)
consistency check, Pi receives the value sj from “several” parties in Cm . Party
Pi checks if there is a subset of parties Q = Cm \ Z for some Z ∈ Z, such that

(m)

all the parties Pj in Q reported the same sj

to Pi , in which case Pi sets s(m)

(m)

to this common value sj . The idea is that Q satisfies the Q(1) condition (since
Cm satisfies the Q(2) condition) and hence, includes at least one honest party
who sends the correct value of the missing share s(m) to Pi .
Protocol Sh(D, s)
– Distribution of shares by D: The following code is executed only by D.
• On having the input s ∈ K, randomly select s(1) , . . . , s(q) ∈ K, subject to the
condition that s = s(1) + . . . + s(q) .
• For m = 1, . . . , q, send the share s(m) to every party Pi in the group Gm .
– Pair-wise consistency: For m = 1, . . . , q, the parties in Gm do the following.
(m)
• Each Pi ∈ Gm on receiving the share si
(for the group Gm ) from D,
(m)
(m)
sends si
to every party Pj ∈ Gm . On receiving sj from Pj , broadcast
(m)

(m)

OKm (Pi , Pj ), provided sj = si holds.
– Identification of core sets: For m = 1, . . . , q, D does the following.
• Initialize a set Cm to ∅. Additionally, construct an undirected graph Gm with
the parties in Gm as the vertex set.
• Add the edge (Pi , Pj ) to Gm , if OKm (Pi , Pj ) and OKm (Pj , Pi ) are received from
the broadcast of Pi and Pj respectively, where Pi , Pj ∈ Gm .
• Keep updating the graph Gm by repeatedly executing the above step till a
Z−clique, say Wm , is identified in Gm .
• Once a Z−clique Wm is identified, assign Cm := Wm .
Upon computing non-empty C1 , . . . , Cq , broadcast these sets.
– Verification of core sets: The parties wait to receive non-empty sets C1 , . . . , Cq
from the broadcast of D. Upon receiving them, the parties verify each of these
sets Cm for m = 1, . . . , q by executing the following steps.
• Construct an undirected graph Gm with the parties in Gm as the vertex set.
• For every Pi , Pj ∈ Cm , wait for messages OKm (Pi , Pj ) and OKm (Pj , Pi ) from Pi
and Pj respectively. On receiving them, add the edge (Pi , Pj ) to Gm .
• Mark Cm as valid, if the parties in Cm constitute a Z−clique in graph Gm .
– Share computation and termination: If the sets C1 , . . . , Cq are marked as valid,
then for m = 1, . . . , q, each party Pi in each group Gm executes the following
steps to compute its share corresponding to Gm .
(m)
(m)
• If Pi ∈ Cm , then set s(m) := si , where si has been received from D.
(m)
(m)
• Else, set s
to the common value, say sj , received from a subset of parties
Pj ∈ Cm \Z for some Z ∈ Z, during the pair-wise consistency check of shares
for the group Gm .
Each party Pi ∈ P, upon computing the share corresponding to each Gm such
that Pi ∈ Gm , terminates the protocol.

Fig. 1: The Secret-Sharing Protocol.
Theorem 4.1. Let P satisfy the Q(4) condition. Moreover, let D have input s
in protocol Sh. Then, the following holds in protocol Sh.
• Termination: If D is honest, then each honest party eventually terminates
the protocol. On the other hand, if D is corrupt and some honest party terminates, then eventually, every other honest party terminates the protocol.

• Correctness: If some honest party terminates, then there exists some fixed
value s? ∈ K, where s? = s for an honest D, such that s? is eventually
[·]-shared among the parties.
• Privacy: If D is honest, then the view of Adv is independent of s.
• Communication Complexity: The protocol incurs a communication of
O(|Z| · poly(n)) elements from K over the point-to-point channels and a
broadcast of O(|Z| · poly(n)) bits.
4.2

Reconstruction Protocol

Let s ∈ K be a value which is [·]-shared. Protocol Rec allows the parties to
reconstruct s. Let [s] = (s(1) , . . . , s(q) ). To reconstruct s, party Pi needs to obtain
the shares s(1) , . . . , s(q) . While Pi holds all the shares s(k) of s corresponding to
the groups Gk where Pi ∈ Gk , party Pi needs to obtain the missing shares s(m) for
the groups Gm where Pi 6∈ Gm . For this, all the parties in Gm send the share s(m)
(m)
to Pi . Let sj be the value received by Pi from Pj ∈ Gm . Party Pi checks if there
is a subset of parties Q = Gm \ Z for some Z ∈ Z, such that all the parties Pj in
(m)
Q reported the same value sj to Pi , in which case Pi sets s(m) to this common
(m)

value sj . The idea is that the set Q will satisfy the Q(1) condition (since Gm
satisfies the Q(2) condition) and hence, will include at least one honest party Pj ,
who sends the correct value of the missing share s(m) to Pi .
Protocol Rec([s])
Let [s] = (s(1) , . . . , s(q) ) where s = s(1) + . . . + s(q) .
– Exchanging the shares: For m = 1, . . . , q, the parties in Gm do the following.
• Send the share s(m) to every party in P \ Gm .
– Computing the missing shares: Each Pi ∈ P does the following.
• Corresponding to every group Gm for which Pi 6∈ Gm , set s(m) to be the
common value
fromX
a set of parties in Gm \ Z, for some Z ∈ Z.
Xreceived
s(k) +
• Output s =
s(m) and terminate.
Gk :Pi ∈Gk

Gm :Pi 6∈Gm

Fig. 2: The Reconstruction Protocol.
The properties of protocol Rec are stated in Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.2. Let s be a value which is [·]-shared among a set of parties P, such
that P satisfies the Q(3) condition. Then in protocol Rec, the following holds.
• Each honest party eventually terminates the protocol with output s.
• The protocol needs a communication of O(|Z| · poly(n)) elements from K.

5

Asynchronous Byzantine Agreement (ABA)

Our ABA protocol follows the traditional route of building ABA via common
coin (CC) protocol [6,10,41], which in turn reduces to AVSS. We therefore begin
with the design of a CC protocol in the non-threshold setting.

5.1

Common Coin (CC) Protocol

The CC protocol CC (Fig. 3) consists of two stages. In the first stage, a uniformly
random, yet unknown value Coini over {0, . . . , n−1} is “attached” to every party
Pi . Then, once it is ensured that a “sufficiently large” number of parties FS have
been attached with their respective Coin values, in the second stage, these Coin
values are publicly reconstructed, and an output bit is computed taking into
account these reconstructed values. However, due to the asynchronous nature of
communication, each (honest) party may have a different FS set and hence, a
potentially different output bit. To circumvent this problem, the protocol ensures
that there is a non-empty overlap among the contents of the FS sets of all (honest)
parties. Ensuring this common overlap is the crux of the protocol.
The existing CC protocols in the threshold setting [1, 2, 13, 40] ensure that
the overlap is some constant fraction of the number of parties n, which in turn
guarantees that the “success probability” (namely the probability with which
all honest parties have the same final output bit) is a constant fraction. This
property further guarantees that the resultant ABA protocol in the threshold
setting requires a constant expected number of asynchronous rounds of communication. Unfortunately, it is not clear whether a straightforward generalization
of the threshold CC protocol for the non-threshold setting, will always lead to a
non-empty overlap among the FS sets of all the (honest) parties, for every possible adversary structure Z. Hence, we modify the steps of the protocol so that
it is always guaranteed (irrespective of Z) that there exists at least a non-empty
overlap among the FS sets of all the (honest) parties, ensuring that the success
probability is at least n1 (this leads to an ABA protocol which requires O(n2 )
expected number of asynchronous communication rounds). The details follow.
The first stage is implemented by making each party act as a dealer to run
n instances of Sh and share n random values from K, one on the behalf of each
party. To ensure that Coini ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, the parties set K to either a finite
ring or a field, where |K| ≥ n. Each party Pi creates a dynamic set of accepted
dealers ADi , which includes all the dealers whose Sh instances terminate for
Pi . The termination property of Sh guarantees that these dealers are eventually
included in the accepted-dealer set of every other honest party as well. Party Pi
then waits for a “sufficient” number of dealers to be accepted, such that ADi is
guaranteed to contain at least one honest dealer. For this, Pi keeps on expanding
ADi until P \ ADi ∈ Z holds (which eventually happens for an honest Pi ),
thus guaranteeing that the resultant ADi satisfies the Q(1) condition. Once ADi
achieves this property, Pi assigns ADi to the set ADi and publicly announces the
same. This is interpreted as Pi having attached the set of dealers ADi to itself.
Then, the summation of the values modulo n shared by the dealers in ADi on
the behalf of Pi , is set to be Coini . The value Coini won’t be known to anyone at
this point (including Pi ), as the value(s) shared by the honest dealer(s) in ADi
on the behalf of Pi is(are) not yet known, owing to the privacy property of Sh.
On receiving the set ADj from Pj , each Pi verifies if the set is “valid” by
checking if the Sh instances of dealers in ADj terminate for Pi . That is, ADj ⊆
ADi holds. Once the validity of ADj is confirmed, Pi publicly “approves” the

same by broadcasting an OK message for Pj (this implicitly means Pi ’s approval
for the yet unknown, but well defined value Coinj ). Party Pi then waits for the
approval of ADj from a set of parties Sj including itself, such that P \ Sj ∈ Z,
guaranteeing that Sj satisfies the Q(2) condition. After this, Pj is included by
Pi in a dynamic set of accepted parties AP i . Notice that the acceptance of
Pj by Pi implies the eventual acceptance of Pj by every other honest party,
as the corresponding approval (namely the OK messages) for ADj are publicly
broadcasted. Waiting for an approval for Pj (and hence Coinj ) from a set of
parties which satisfies the Q(2) condition, ensures that sufficiently many honest
parties have approved Pj . Later, this property is crucial to ensure a non-empty
overlap among the FS sets of honest parties. Party Pi keeps on expanding its
accepted-party set AP i until P \ AP i ∈ Z holds and then publicly announces it
with a Ready message and the corresponding AP i set, denoted by APi .
On receiving the Ready message and APj from Pj , each Pi verifies if the
set is “valid” by checking if the parties in APj (and hence the corresponding
Coin values) are accepted by Pi itself; i.e. APj ⊆ AP i holds. Upon successful
verification, Pj is included by Pi in a dynamic set of supportive parties SP i . The
interpretation of SP i is that each party in SP i is “supporting” the beginning
of the second stage of the protocol, by presenting a sufficiently-large valid set
of accepted-parties (coins). Notice that the inclusion of Pj to SP i implies the
eventual inclusion of Pj by every other honest party in its respective SP set.
Once the set of supportive-parties becomes sufficiently large, i.e. P \ SP i ∈ Z
holds, Pi sets a boolean indicator Flagi to 1, marking the beginning of the second
stage. Let SPi denote the set of supportive-parties SP i when Flagi is set to 1.
The second stage involves publicly reconstructing the unknown Coin values
which were accepted by Pi till this point. Let FSi be defined to be the set of
accepted-parties AP i when Flagi is set to 1. This implies that the union of the
APj sets of all the parties in SPi is a subset of FSi , as each APj ⊆ AP i . The
parties proceed to reconstruct the value Coink corresponding to each Pk ∈ FSi .
For this, the parties start executing the corresponding Rec instances, that are
required for reconstructing the secrets shared by the accepted-dealers ADk on
the behalf of Pk . If any of the Coink values turns out to be 0, Pi sets the overall
output to 0, else, it outputs 1 and terminates the protocol.
To argue that there exists a non-empty overlap among the FS sets of the
honest parties, we consider the first honest party Pi to broadcast a Ready message
and claim that the set APi will be the common overlap (see Lemma 5.3). The
termination of CC by an honest Pi may hamper the termination of other honest
parties, as the corresponding Rec instances required to reconstruct the set of
accepted Coin values by other honest parties may not terminate. This is because
the termination of a Rec instance is not necessarily guaranteed if some honest
parties do not participate. To circumvent this, before terminating, Pi publicly
announces it along with the corresponding SPi and FSi sets. Any party who has
not yet terminated the protocol, upon receiving these sets, locally verifies their
validity and tries to compute its final output in the same way as done by Pi .

Protocol CC
All computations in the protocol are done over K, which is either a finite ring or a
field, with |K| ≥ n.
– The following code is executed by each Pi ∈ P:
1. For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, choose a random secret sij ∈R K on the behalf of Pj , and as
a D, invoke an instance of Sh(Pi , sij ) of Sh. Denote this invocation by Shij .
Participate in the invocations Shjk for every Pj , Pk ∈ P.
2. Initialize a set of accepted dealers ADi to ∅. Add a party Pj to ADi , if Shjk
has terminated for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Wait until P \ ADi ∈ Z. Then, assign
ADi = ADi and broadcast the message (Attach, ADi , Pi ). The set ADi is
X
def
considered to be the set of dealers attached to Pi . Let Coini = (
sji )
Pj ∈ADi

3.

4.

5.

6.

mod n. We saya that the coin Coini is attached to party Pi .
If the message (Attach, ADj , Pj ) is received from the broadcast of Pj , then
broadcast a message OK(Pi , Pj ), if all the dealers attached to Pj are accepted
by Pi , i.e. ADj ⊆ ADi holds.
Initialize a set of accepted parties AP i to ∅. Add Pj to AP i , if the OK(?, Pj )
message is received from the broadcast of a set of parties Sj including Pi ,
such that P \ Sj ∈ Z. Wait until P \ AP i ∈ Z. Then, assign APi = AP i
and broadcast the message (Ready, Pi , APi ).
Consider Pj to be supportive and include it in the set SP i (initialized to ∅), if
Pi receives the message (Ready, Pj , APj ) from the broadcast of Pj and each
party in APj is accepted by Pi , i.e. APj ⊆ AP i holds. Wait until P \SP i ∈ Z.
Then, set Flagi = 1 (initialized to 0). Let SPi and FSi denote the contents
of SP i and AP i respectively, when Flagi becomesb 1.
Wait until Flagi = 1. Then, reconstruct the value of the coin attached to each
party in FSi as follows:
– Start participating in the instances Rec(Pj , sjk ) corresponding to each
Pj ∈ ADk , such that Pk ∈ FSi , Denote this instance of Rec as Recjk and
let rjk be the corresponding output. X
– For every Pk ∈ FSi , compute Coin0k = (
rjk ) mod n.
Pj ∈ADk

7. Wait until the coins attached to all the parties in FSi are computed. If there
exists a party Pk ∈ FSi where Coin0k = 0, then output 0. Else, output 1. Then,
broadcast the message (Terminate, Pi , SPi , FSi ) followed by terminating CC.
8. If a message (Terminate, Pj , SPj , FSj ) is received from the broadcast of Pj ,
then check the following conditions:
– SPj ⊆ SP i and FSj ⊆ AP i hold.
– The value of Coin0k attached to every Pk ∈ FSj is computed.
If the above conditions hold, then compute the output as follows and terminate: If for some Pk ∈ FSj , Coin0k = 0, then output 0. Else, output 1.
a
b

The value of[
Coini will not be known to anyone at this step, including Pi .
Note that
APj ⊆ FSi holds, as each APj ⊆ AP i .
Pj ∈SPi

Fig. 3: The Common Coin Protocol

The properties of protocol CC are stated in Lemmas 5.1 - 5.5. In all these
lemmas, we assume that the set of parties P satisfies the Q(4) condition.
Lemma 5.1. If each honest party invokes protocol CC, then each honest party
eventually terminates CC.
Lemma 5.2. Once some honest party Pi receives the message (Attach, ADk , Pk )
from the broadcast of any party Pk , then a unique value Coink is fixed such that
the following holds:
• All honest parties attach Coink with Pk .
• The value Coink is distributed uniformly over {0, . . . , n − 1} and is independent of the values attached with the other parties.
Lemma 5.3. Once some honest party sets its Flag to 1, then there exists a set,
say M, such that: (1): P \ M ∈ Z; (2): For each Pj ∈ M, some honest party
receives the message (Attach, ADj , Pj ) from the broadcast of Pj . (3): Whenever
any honest party Pi sets its Flagi = 1, it holds that M ⊆ FSi .
Lemma 5.4. If all the honest parties have completed the protocol, then for every
value σ ∈ {0, 1}, with probability at least n1 , all the honest parties output σ.
Lemma 5.5. The protocol incurs a communication of O(|Z| · poly(n)) elements
from K over the point-to-point channels and a broadcast of O(|Z| · poly(n)) bits.
5.2

Voting Protocol

For designing the ABA protocol using the blueprint of [6, 10, 41], we need another sub-protocol called the voting protocol. Informally, the voting protocol
does “whatever can be done deterministically” to reach agreement. In a voting
protocol, every party has a single bit as input. The protocol tries to find whether
there is a detectable majority for some value among the inputs of the parties. In
the protocol, each party’s output can have five different forms:
1. For σ ∈ {0, 1}, the output (σ, 2) stands for “overwhelming majority for σ”;
2. For σ ∈ {0, 1}, the output (σ, 1) stands for “distinct majority for σ”;
3. The output (Λ, 0) stands for “non-distinct majority”.
The voting protocol ensures the following properties: (1): If each honest party
has the same input σ, then every honest party outputs (σ, 2); (2): If some honest
party outputs (σ, 2), then every other honest party outputs either (σ, 2) or (σ, 1);
(3): If some honest party outputs (σ, 1) and no honest party outputs (σ, 2), then
each honest party outputs either (σ, 1) or (Λ, 0).
In [13], a voting protocol is presented in the threshold setting tolerating
t < n/3 corruptions and which requires a constant number of asynchronous
“rounds” of communication. The protocol can be easily generalized for the nonthreshold setting, if the set of parties P satisfies the Q(3) condition. We defer
the formal details to the full version of the paper.

5.3

Asynchronous Byzantine Agreement (ABA) Protocol

Once we have the protocols CC and Vote, we get an ABA protocol (see Fig 4) by
generalizing the blueprint of [6,10,41]. The ABA protocol proceeds in iterations,
where in each iteration, the parties execute an instance of Vote and CC. For the
first iteration, the inputs of the parties are their inputs for the ABA protocol.
For subsequent iterations, the inputs are decided based on the outcome of Vote
and CC of the previous iteration as follows: If the output of Vote is (σ, 1) then
a party sticks to input σ for the next iteration, else it sets the output of CC as
its input for the next iteration. This process is repeated until the party obtains
output (σ, 2) during an instance of Vote, in which case it broadcasts σ. Finally,
once a party receives σ from the broadcast of a set of parties in some set Sacc
such that P \ Sacc ∈ Z (implying that the set Sacc includes at least one honest
party), it outputs σ and terminates. The termination guarantees of protocol
Acast ensure that the same set of broadcast messages are eventually received by
every other honest party, leading to their termination as well. The idea here is
that if all honest parties start with the same input bit, then the instance of Vote
during the first iteration enables them to reach agreement on this common bit.
Else, the instance of CC ensures that all honest parties have the same input bit
for the next iteration with probability at least n1 .
Protocol ABA
– Each Pi ∈ P executes the following code:
1. Set r = 0 and vi = xi , where xi ∈ {0, 1} is the input bit for party Pi .
2. Repeat until terminating: (each iteration is considered as a round)
a. Set r = r + 1. Participate in Vote with input vr and wait for its termination. Let this instance of Vote be denoted by Voter . Let (yr , mr ) denote
the output of Voter .
b. Invoke CC and wait until its termination. Let this instance of CC be
denoted by CCr . Let cr denote the output of CCr .
c. Consider the following cases:
i. If mr = 2, then set vr+1 = yr and broadcast the message (Terminate
with vr ). Participate in only one more instance of Vote and only one
more instance of CC.
ii. If mr = 1, then set vr+1 = yr .
iii. Else, set vr+1 = cr .
d. Upon receiving the message (Terminate with σ) for some value σ from
the broadcast of parties in some set Sacc such that P \ Sacc ∈ Z, output
σ and terminate the protocol.

Fig. 4: The ABA Protocol in the Non-threshold Setting
Theorem 5.6. Let the set of parties P satisfy the Q(4) condition. Then protocol
ABA is an ABA protocol with expected running time of R = O(n2 ). The protocol
incurs an expected communication complexity of O(R · |Z| · poly(n)) elements
from K over the point-to-point channels and a broadcast of O(R · |Z| · poly(n))
bits.

6

Perfectly-Secure Preprocessing Phase

In this section, we present a preprocessing phase protocol with perfect security. We first present a perfectly-secure multiplication protocol, which allows the
parties to securely generate a [·]-sharing of the product of two [·]-shared values.
6.1

Perfectly-Secure Multiplication

Let a and b be two [·]-shared values. Protocol Mult (Fig 5) allows the parties
to securely generate a [·]-sharing of [a · b]. The high level idea of the protocol is
as follows. Let [a] = (a(1) , . . . , a(q) ) and [b] = (b(1) , . . . , b(q) ). Then, the protocol
securely computes a [·]-sharing of each of the terms a(l) · b(m) , after which the
parties set [a · b] to the sum of the [·]-sharing of each of the terms a(l) · b(m) .
The computation of a [·]-sharing of [a(l) · b(m) ] happens as follows. Let Ql,m be
the set of parties who own both a(l) as well as b(m) . Since P satisfies the Q(4)
condition, it follows that Ql,m satisfies the Q(2) condition. Each party in the set
Ql,m is asked to independently share a(l) · b(m) by executing an instance of Sh.
Due to the asynchronous nature of communication, the parties cannot afford
to terminate the Sh instances of all the parties in Ql,m , as the corrupt parties
in Ql,m may not invoke their Sh instances. So, the parties invoke an instance of
ACS to agree on a common subset of parties Rl,m of Ql,m , whose Sh instances
eventually terminate, such that the set of excluded parties Ql,m \ Rl,m belongs
to Z. Notice that Rl,m satisfies the Q(1) condition, as Ql,m satisfies the Q(2)
condition. This implies that there exists at least one honest party in Rl,m who
correctly shares a(l) · b(m) . However, since the exact identity of the honest parties
in Rl,m is not known, the parties check if all the parties in Rl,m shared the same
value by computing their differences and publicly checking if the differences are
all 0. The idea here is that if all the parties in Rl,m share the same value in
their respective instances of Sh, then any of these sharings can be taken as a
[·]-sharing of a(l) · b(m) . However, if any of the parties in Rl,m shares an incorrect
a(l) · b(m) , then it will be detected, in which case the parties publicly reconstruct
both a(l) as well as b(m) and compute a default [·]-sharing of a(l) · b(m) . Notice
that in the latter case, the privacy of a and b is still preserved, as the shares a(l)
and b(m) are already known to the adversary.
Protocol Mult([a], [b])
Let [a] = (a(1) , . . . , a(q) ) and [b] = (b(1) , . . . , b(q) ), with parties in Gm holding the
shares a(m) and b(m) respectively, for m = 1, . . . , q.
– For every ordered pair (l, m) ∈ {1, . . . , q} × {1, . . . , q}, the parties do the following
to compute [a(l) · b(m) ].
• Let Ql,m ⊂ P be the set of parties who own both the shares a(l) and b(m) .
def

That is, Ql,m = Gl ∩Gm . Each party Pi ∈ Ql,m acts as a dealer and [·]-shares
a(l) · b(m) by invoking an instance Sh(Pi , a(l) b(m) ) of Sh.
• The parties participate in the Sh instances invoked by various parties in Ql,m .
• The parties execute an instance ACS(Ql,m ) of ACS to agree on a subset of
parties Rl,m ⊆ Ql,m , where Ql,m \ Rl,m ⊆ Z for some Z ∈ Z, such that the

Sh instances of all the parties in Rl,m eventually terminate for all (honest)
parties.
def

• Let r = |Rl,m | and let Rl,m = {Pα1 , . . . , Pαr }, where vi is the value shared
by the party Pαi ∈ Rl,m in its Sh instancea .
• The parties check whether v1 , . . . , vr are all equal. For this, the parties locally
compute the r −1 differences [d1 ] = [v1 ]−[v2 ], . . . , [dr−1 ] = [v1 ]−[vr ]. This is
followed by publicly reconstructing the differences d1 , . . . , dr−1 by invoking
instances Rec([d1 ]), . . . , Rec([dr−1 ]) of Rec and checking if all of them are 0.
• If d1 , . . . , dr−1 are all 0, then the parties set [a(l) b(m) ] = [v1 ].
• Else, the parties reconstruct a(l) , b(m) by invoking instances of Rec. The
parties then set [a(l) ·X
b(m) ] to a default [·]-sharing of a(l) · b(m) .
– The parties set [a · b] =
[a(l) · b(m) ] and terminate.
(l,m)∈{1,...,q}×{1,...,q}
a

If Pαi is honest, then vi = a(l) · b(m) holds.

Fig. 5: The Perfectly-Secure Multiplication Protocol.
The properties of protocol Mult are stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Let a and b be [·]-shared among a set of parties P, satisfying
the Q(4) condition. Then in Mult, the honest parties eventually terminate with a
[·]-sharing of a · b. Moreover, the view of Adv in the protocol is independent of a
and b. The protocol incurs a communication of O(|Z|3 · poly(n)) elements from
K over the point-to-point channels and a broadcast of O(|Z|3 · poly(n)) bits. In
addition, |Z|2 instances of ACS are required.
Multiplying Multiple Shared Values Simultaneously: Let ([a1 ], [b1 ]), . . . ,
([a` ], [b` ]) be ` pairs of [·]-shared values and the goal be to securely compute a
[·]-sharing of the product [ci ], where ci = ai ·bi , for i = 1, . . . , `. A straightforward
way of doing this is to invoke ` independent instances of protocol Mult, where
the ith instance is used for computing [ai · bi ] from [ai ] and [bi ]. This will require
a number of ACS instances which is proportional to `, namely ` · |Z|2 instances
of ACS will be involved. Instead, the number of ACS instances can be made
independent of `. For this, the parties execute ` instances of the protocol Mult.
Let these instances be denoted as Mult1 , . . . , Mult` . Then, for each of these `
instances, for the ordered pair (l, m), the parties execute a single instance of
ACS instead of ` instances, to identify a single set Rl,m for all the ` instances.
More explicitly, the set Ql,m will be the same for Mult1 , . . . , Mult` and each
(l) (m)
(l)
party in Ql,m executes ` instances of Sh to [·]-share the values a1 · b1 , . . . , a` ·
(m)
(l)
(m)
b` respectively. Here, ai and bi
denote the lth and mth shares of ai and
bi respectively. Next, the parties execute a single instance of ACS to identify
a subset Rl,m of Ql,m , such that the ` instances of Sh of all the parties in
Rl,m eventually terminate for all honest parties, where Ql,m \ Rl,m ⊆ Z, for
some Z ∈ Z. The rest of the steps of Mult in the instances Mult1 , . . . , Mult` are
carried out as previously mentioned. With this, the number of ACS instances
remains |Z|2 (one instance for each (l, m) across all the ` instances of Mult).

We call the modified protocol Mult({[ai ], [bi ]}i∈{1,...,`} ). The protocol incurs a
communication of O(`·|Z|3 ·poly(n)) elements from K over the pair-wise channels
and a broadcast of O(` · |Z|3 · poly(n)) bits, apart from |Z|2 instances of ACS.
6.2

Preprocessing Phase Protocol with Perfect Security

The preprocessing phase protocol PP is presented in Fig 6. The protocol outputs
M number of [·]-shared random multiplication triples over K, such that the view
of Adv is independent of these multiplication triples. The protocol consists of two
stages. During the first stage, the parties generate M pairs of [·]-shared random
values and during the second stage, a [·]-sharing of the product of each pair
is computed. For the first stage, each party shares M pairs of random values,
after which the parties identify a sufficiently large number of parties R whose
sharing instances terminate, such that it is ensured that at least one party in R is
honest. Since the honest parties in R share random values, summing up the pairs
of values shared by all the parties in R results in random pairs.
Protocol PP
– Generating random pairs of values: The parties execute the following steps
to generate a [·]-sharing of M pairs of random values.
(M ) (M )
(1) (1)
• Each party Pi ∈ P picks M pairs of random values (ai , bi ), . . . , (ai , bi )
over K and [·]-shares these values by executing 2M instances of Sh.
• The parties execute an instance ACS(P) of ACS to identify a set of parties
R ⊆ P where P \ R ⊆ Z for some Z ∈ Z, such that the 2M instances of Sh
of all the parties in R eventually terminate
all the parties.
X (k)
X for
(k)
[bi ].
• For k = 1, . . . , M , the parties set [ak ] =
[ai ] and [bk ] =
Pi ∈R

Pi ∈R

– Computing the product of the pairs: The parties compute [c1 ], . . . , [cM ] by
executing Mult({[ak ], [bk ]}k∈{1,...,M } ) and terminate.

Fig. 6: The Preprocessing Phase Protocol.
The properties of protocol PP are stated in Lemma 6.2.
Lemma 6.2. Let the set of parties P satisfy the Q(4) condition. Then in the
protocol PP, the following holds.
• Termination: All honest parties eventually terminate the protocol.
• Correctness: The parties output M number of [·]-shared random triples.
• Privacy: The view of Adv is independent of the output multiplication triples.
• Communication Complexity: The protocol incurs a communication of
O(M · |Z|3 · poly(n)) elements from K over the point-to-point channels and
a broadcast of O(M · |Z|3 · poly(n)) bits, along with |Z|2 instances of ACS.

7

The AMPC Protocol

Once we have a preprocessing phase protocol, constructing an AMPC protocol
is straightforward. The protocol consists of three phases. The first phase is the

preprocessing phase, where the parties generate [·]-sharings of M random multiplication triples by executing the protocol PP. The second phase is the input
phase, where each party [·]-shares its input by executing an instance of Sh. Due
to the asynchronous nature of communication, the parties cannot afford to wait
for the termination of Sh instances of all the parties and hence, they execute
an instance of ACS to agree on a common subset of input providers C whose
sharing instances eventually terminate, such that the remaining set of parties
P \ C is a part of some set in Z. For these missing parties, a default [·]-sharing of
0 is taken as their inputs. The third phase is the circuit-evaluation phase, where
the parties jointly evaluate each gate in the circuit by maintaining the invariant
that given the gate inputs, the parties compute the corresponding gate output
in a [·]-shared fashion. Maintaining the invariant is non-interactive for the addition gates, owing to the linearity property of [·]-sharing. For the multiplication
gates, the parties deploy the standard Beaver’s circuit-randomization method.
Finally, once the circuit output is available in a [·]-shared fashion, the parties
publicly reconstruct it by executing an instance of Rec. Since each honest party
eventually invokes this instance of Rec, all honest parties eventually terminate
the protocol. As the protocol is standard, we defer the formal details to the full
version of the paper.
Theorem 7.1. Let f : Kn → K be a publicly known function, expressed as
an arithmetic circuit over K (which could be a ring or a field), consisting of
M number of multiplication gates. Moreover, let Adv be a computationally unbounded adversary, characterized by an adversary structure Z, such that the
set of parties P satisfies the Q(4) condition. Then, there exists a perfectlysecure AMPC protocol tolerating Adv. The protocol incurs a communication of
O(M · |Z|3 · poly(n)) elements from K over the point-to-point channels and a
broadcast of O(M · |Z|3 · poly(n)) bits, along with |Z|2 + 1 instances of ACS.

8

Open Problems

Our work leaves several open problems. The first is to improve the communication complexity of our protocol, both in terms of the dependency on |Z|, as well
as in terms of the involved poly(n) factor. In this work, we considered perfect
security. One could also explore statistical and computational security in the
asynchronous communication model, tolerating a generalized adversary.
Acknowledgement: We sincerely thank the anonymous reviewers of INDOCRYPT
2020 for several helpful remarks and comments.
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